ABSTRACT As a generalized form of the classical minimum vertex cover problem (MVCP), the minimum partial vertex cover problem not only inherits the value of MVCP in both theoretical and practical research but also extends the application scenarios under the current era of big data. In order to solve such a classical NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem, we propose an efficient memetic algorithm called MAPVC, the whose motivation behind the idea is a balance between exploitation and exploration. Specifically, the evolutionary process with a powerful backbone crossover and an adaptive mutation is adopted mainly for skipping the local optimum, and the local search with a three-layer encoding, promotive and inhibitory factor interaction is integrated into the framework to ameliorate the solutions. The experimental results on DIMACS and BHOSLIB benchmarks verify the efficiency of MAPVC through comparisons with an exact solver Gurobi and state-of-the-art local search GRASP-PVC. In addition, we also conduct the experiments on parameters setting and strategies validation to provide a comprehensive analysis of MAPVC.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many discrete optimization problems in real world can be formulated as covering problems, such as facility location [1] , crew scheduling [2] , nurse rostering [3] , bioinformatics [4] , pattern recognition [5] and a variety of other frontiers. In this case, we have witnessed growing researches on a family of well-known covering problems, including vertex cover, dominating set cover, clique problem, etc. Among these problems, we focus on solving the partial vertex cover problem, which is a generalization of the classic vertex cover problem. Noting that MPVCP has its unique characteristics in the practical use against MVCP. Two examples are given in [6] , which describe the scenarios under resource-limited environment and partially unusable data set. In conclusion, it is of significance to dispose MPVCP well in an acceptable time.
Before proceeding, an overview of the MPVCP's definition is stated first. Given an undirected graph G = (V , E), a vertex cover (VC) is to seek for a set of nodes S ∈ V such that each edge in G has at least one endpoint in S. Moreover, an integer k is given and the goal of partial vertex cover (PVC) is to
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cover at least k edges of E with a sub-collection S ∈ V . Thus, it can be seen that the PVC is a generalization of the VC problem as k ≤ |E| exists. Based on the statements, the objective of MPVCP is to find a minimum cardinality subset S ∈ V such that the vertices in S cover at least k edges in G.
In a MVCP, all edges should be covered and hence we know exactly which edges to cover next. However, it is uncertain for us to decide which k edges to cover in the MPVCP, which will partly lead the searching into trouble. Thus, the strategies must be carefully designed to solve it. So far, most researchers lay much emphasis on the approximation algorithms through provable guarantees in the field of theoretical computer science. On the one hand, it offers much help for us to know how closely it is possible to approximate optimal solutions in polynomial time. On the other hand, the gap between upper bound and lower bound of one problem is usually too large to meet the practical application requirement. In view of this situation, Zhou et al. [6] firstly propose a local search based algorithm, called GRASP-PVC, to provide highquality solutions within a reasonable time, making it possible especially for large scale problems. However, the global optimization capability of GRASP-PVC is shown insufficient.
Thus, we resort to evolutionary algorithms (EAs) for filling in the gaps. EAs are a family of efficient optimization algorithms inspired by biological evolution. Different from local search, EAs are population-based and evolved by the communication among individuals. Given the above, the memetic algorithm (MA) may be an appropriate choice, since it combines advantages of both local search (local optimization) and evolutionary algorithms (global optimization). In next paragraph, we will highlight the contributions of this paper.
In this paper, we contribute to an improved memetic framework called MAPVC for solving the MPVCP. More precisely, a powerful backbone crossover is applied to the parents so as to pass on excellent genes to their children in a highstrength mode. After that, an efficient local search is integrated into the framework for further exploitation. In the local search process, we design a three-layer encoding paradigm by introducing the concept of Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA for short) into the evolutionary computation and importing a DNA layer to assist the selecting process of genes. This idea helps guide the searching direction to unvisited areas easily. Besides, the same least-cost strategy, as GRASP-PVC [6] adopts, is reformulated into the new DNA layer for its effectiveness on MPVCP. Moreover, the interactions among genes, called the promotive factor (pf) and the inhibitory factor (if), are raised to avoid cyclic search obstacles. After the local search, we apply an adaptive mutation operator on the population if necessary. The parameter µ is introduced to control the strength of mutation dynamically. If the candidate solutions have not been improved for many generations, µ should be increased to expand the scope of mutation. On the other hand, if the current best solution is updated, we should reset the parameter µ to its initial value.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section II, we would introduce some preliminary knowledge, including related definitions and notations. In section III, we introduce the framework of MAPVC and describe each component in detail. In section IV, we carry out experiments on some classical benchmarks to compare MAPVC with its competitors, i.e., GRASP-PVC and ILP solving. Meanwhile, the parameter tuning and strategy verification experiments are also conducted in this section. Then, section V summarizes the current research progress so that our contribution can be clearly highlighted. Finally, some concluding remarks and future work are given.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Before presenting the proposed algorithm, we briefly review the required notations and definitions. Specifically, an undirected graph G = (V , E) is denoted, where V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n } is a set of vertices and E = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e m } is a set of edges. Each edge e = {(u, v), ∀u, v ∈ V } is a 2-tuple of V , and both u and v are called the endpoints of this edge e. Note that |V | is the number of vertices, whereas |E| is the number of edges. Then, for an undirected graph G, N (v) = {u ∈ V |(u, v) ∈ E} is used to denote the neighborhood of a vertex v, and d(v) = |N (v)| represents the degree of this given vertex v, or in other words, the number of its neighbors. Besides, two boolean variables c e and x v are introduced to manifest whether edge e is covered and whether vertex v is selected into the candidate solution. The solution of MPVCP is represented as X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n }, where x v ∈ {0, 1}. Based on these notations, some vital definitions are given as follows to help understand the problem better.
Definition 1 (Vertex Cover, VC): In an undirected graph G = (V , E), a vertex cover is a subset of vertices V ∈ V such that V contains at least one endpoint of each edge in E.
Definition 2 (Minimum Vertex Cover, MVC): In an undirected graph G = (V , E), a minimum vertex cover is to find a minimum size of a subset V ∈ V such that each edge of G can be covered by the subset V .
Definition 3 (Minimum Partial Vertex Cover, MPVCP): Given an undirected graph G = (V , E) and a non-negative integer k, the minimum partial vertex cover problem is to detect a minimum size of a subset V ∈ V such that at least k edges of G can be covered by V :
The objective (1) aims to minimum the size of subset V . Constraint (2) ensures that for each covered edge e, at least one of its endpoints should be selected into the solution. Constraint (3) depicts the difference from MVCP, which claims at least k edges of the graph to be covered. When k is equal to |E|, this formulation can describe MVCP which is known to all. At last, constraint (4) is the integer constraint.
III. IMPROVED MEMETIC ALGORITHM FOR MPVCP
In this section, we firstly profile the basic framework of the memetic algorithm. Then, the details of improved strategies are stated in two parts. In evolutionary process, a powerful backbone crossover and an adaptive mutation are adopted to deal with the challenge of trapping into the local optimum. While in local search process, a new DNA layer is imported into the traditional encoding method for better interactions between genes, thus constituting a three-layer encoding paradigm. Based on the paradigm, the vertex selecting strategy in DNA layer and promotive & inhibitory factor interaction are proposed from a microbiology perspective. Eventually, we discuss the way to apply the improved memetic algorithm called MAPVC for solving MPVCP. In order to facilitate the description of MA, the solutions of MPVCP are described as chromosomes, the vertices as genes and edges as a kind of interaction when necessary.
A. MEMETIC ALGORITHM
MA is a kind of efficient evolutionary algorithm which is proposed in 1989 [7] and has gained a great success in solving In MAs, the evolutionary process, including crossover and mutation, is a significant component that affects the quality of solutions. The crossover operator can pass on parents' genes to their offsprings, whereas the mutation operator helps jump out from current states when trapping into the local optimum. Different from pure evolutionary algorithms, MAs have a time-consuming local search procedure. Therefore, the evolutionary process should produce representative candidates for local search improvement in order to save computing resources. In other words, some high-quality yet diverse solutions should be transmitted to the local search as the initial solution in each iteration. Our proposed techniques are based on above considerations, which will be listed in the following.
1) POWERFUL BACKBONE CROSSOVER
There are many kinds of crossover operators in MAs, each catering to different needs of various problems. A significative crossover operator should be capable of transmitting good genes of parent solutions through the recombination process. For those interested in the details of crossover categories, a recent survey can be found in [9] .
As is known to all, the design of the crossover operator for one problem mostly depends on the representation of individuals. Therefore, we present a revised backbone crossover operator according to the characteristic of MPVCP, named powerful backbone crossover. The backbone crossover is firstly proposed by Wu and Hao [10] to solve the maximum diversity problem and obtains the predictive effect. Due to the same solution representation, the powerful backbone crossover is applied, which only inherits the most important segments of parents and leaves more genes unselected. This method can help produce both high-quality and diversified solutions for local search improvement. Now we discuss how the powerful backbone crossover is implemented. Before proceeding, the definition of powerful backbone is given.
Definition 4 (Powerful Backbone Structure): Let P = {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n } be a set of individuals of MPVCP, where n is less than the population size pop. The powerful backbone structure of set P is defined as the common elements of these individuals, i.e., n i=1 P i . Usually, a larger value of n will lead to a more strict filter of promising genes to the next generation. When n = 2, it is transformed into the traditional backbone structure. An example is described in Fig.1 to make the process accessible. Suppose there are four parents P 1 = {100111010}, P 2 = {101111100}, P 3 = {000111100}, P 4 = {011111000} that participant in the recombination process. is also created by the backbone crossover to compare the variations between these two operators. Note that the position • means an uncertain value which can either be 0 or 1 in this problem. From the example we can draw following conclusions:
1) O 1 pays more attention on the core parts of the outstanding chromosomes than O 2 does, which will effectively reduce the misdirection. 2) O 1 leaves more unselected positions for extension than O 2 , and preserves a larger searching space for the initialization of the local search. One can notice that both O 1 and O 2 become infeasible in most cases after the recombination. Thus, a repair procedure is necessary. Wu and Hao [10] extends the backbone structure in a greedy way, and then deliveries the feasible solution to the local search process. However, this method may skip some promising areas if the heuristic is not designed well. In order to deal with this challenge, we apply the local search procedure directly on the powerful backbone structure, fully considering the combinations of uncertain values. Of course, it mainly benefits from the capacity of the local search on disposing infeasible solutions. The description of how the local search works will be stated in III-C.
Algorithm 2 Powerful Backbone Crossover (P, n p ) Input: P, n p ; //Current population P and the number of required parents n p Output: generated offspring child; //Selection 1: parents = φ; 2: for i = 1 to n p do 3: generate n c indices from the population randomly: Now the pseudocode of the powerful backbone crossover is shown in Algorithm 2. n p is set 4 in this paper. At the start of the optimization process, a set of n p individuals are selected as parents for recombination. Each parent is decided by a tournament selection until n p non-repetitive parents are generated. Afterwards, the powerful backbone crossover is applied to the n p candidate parents and only one child is obtained for further exploitation. What calls for special attention is that the child is allowed to be infeasible here.
2) ADAPTIVE MUTATION
The mutation is another main operator in MAs, which influences the exploration behavior of the optimization algorithm. A small mutation strength allows a random fine-tunning to approximate the optimum, whereas a large mutation strength can cause a violent movement in solution space. According to the research of Kramer [11] , the self-adaptive control of mutation strengths in evolution strategies turned out to be exceptionally successful. Based on this conclusion, a problem-dependent adaptive mutation operator is proposed in MAPVC to tackle the problem of evolutionary stagnation. We will introduce the mutation operator by answering two key questions: when and how is the operator applied.
1) When is the adaptive mutation applied?
In order to maintain a fast and steady convergence, the mutation operator should not be executed during each iteration. Intuitively, a perturbation is needed when the searching is trapped into the local optimum. In MAPVC, the adaptive mutation fulfills such a role. Every time the local search is done, a counter n s that stands for the number of continuously unimproved times is checked. If n s reaches the threshold, apply the adaptive mutation to all the individuals except the best one. Then a local improvement is performed again on each new individual to get a quality promotion. 2) How is the adaptive mutation applied?
A large mutation strength is considered to be used on the current solution, as the adjacent searching space on the moment is supposed to be well exploited. To be specific, an adaptive mutation parameter µ is calculated to control the perturbation level:
The number of mutated vertices µ is proportional to the scale of the input graph G. If the algorithm does not converge to the global optimum, f (S * ) becomes a relative large value and more vertices will be mutated to seek for a better solution. Besides, a parameter cnt is multiplied as an inflation factor, which loops from 1 to a pre-set value τ . To deal with some small-scale solutions such as cnt × f (S * ) ≤ 100, a balancing factor 2 is added to the formula (5) so that at least two vertices are mutated. After introducing the parameter µ, the pseudocode of the mutation operator is listed in Algorithm 3. Suppose that µ is the input parameter, and the other two are population P and the index of the best solution id bst . The outer loop aims to traverse each individual p in the population P except the current best one P id bst . For each individual, a set of unselected vertices are collected in A. Then the number of mutated vertices is decided as the smaller value between µ and |A|. Finally, choose len distinct vertices from A and insert them Algorithm 3 Mutation (P, id bst , µ) Input: P, id bst , µ; //Current population P, the index of best solution id bst and adaptive mutation parameter µ Output: mutative population P; 1: for all p ∈ P and p = P id bst do 2: for i = 1 to |V | do 3: if p[i] == 0 then 4: add i to a temporal archive A;//Record unselected vertices in the current solution.
5:
end if 6: end for 7: len = min(µ, |A|);//Choose the smaller one 8: for i = 1 to len do 9: c = random(|A|);//Add len vertices into the solution randomly.
10:
remove c from A; 12: end for 13: end for 14: return P;
into the current solution p randomly. Noting that the new population also contains infeasible solutions after mutation, and should be repaired by the local search improvement.
C. LOCAL SEARCH IMPROVEMENT
As one of the key components of MAs, the role of the local search is irreplaceable. The evolutionary process of MAs focuses on exploration, trying to identify the most promising regions, whereas the local search part is capable of exploiting the surroundings within this area. In order to design an efficient local search, two issues should be carefully considered, i.e., valid transfer function and cyclic search avoidance. In accordance with this concern, we propose an improved local search method by extending the traditional encoding to a three-layer one. Meanwhile, two novel strategies, called DNA layer vertex selecting and promotive & inhibitory factor interaction, are introduced in the following subsections.
1) THREE-LAYER ENCODING PARADIGM
Traditional encoding in evolutionary computing usually regard the solutions as chromosomes and each element of the solution as a gene. But this kind of encoding cannot explicitly show the interaction among genes during each iteration. Thus, the DNA layer is addressed to record extra information or send messages to each other in the local search. From a biological perspective, the genes are included in the DNA, and the chromosome contains the DNA and the protein. This inclusion relationship is where our idea comes from.
An example of the three-layer encoding for the partial vertex cover problem is illustrated in Fig.2 . Given a graph G with six vertices and seven edges (see Fig.2(a) ), the corresponding encoding is shown in Fig.2(b) . From the content within three blue rectangles, we can see that the chromosome stands for We label two attributes pi, pi on the interaction as needed. The interaction among genes is either directly extracted from the problem (pi), or subsequently constructed to assist in directing the local search (pi ). The implementation details will be discussed in next two subsections.
Without loss of generality, the three-layer encoding can also be applied to other discrete optimization problems than covering problems. Now we briefly talk about the encoding ways on scheduling and allocation problems. As the traditional encoding has contained the chromosome layer and gene layer, the only problem to consider is how to design the DNA layer, or in other words, the interaction between genes. In scheduling problems whose encoding is a permutation of numbers, one idea is to regard the execution sequence as the interaction, i.e., one job (gene) is executed before/after the other one. This interaction can bring a searching space reduction, which will save the computational efforts. While in allocation problems whose encoding is mainly repeatable integers, the competition or cooperation relationship can be treated as the interaction. Some genes may work better if they are put into the same/different groups. In a word, the threelayer encoding paradigm pays a special attention on the interaction of genes, making it efficient to solve many discrete optimization problems.
2) VERTEX SELECTING IN DNA LAYER
In order to advance the comprehension of MAPVC, we redeclare the least-cost strategy in DNA layer, which is proved efficiency for this problem [6] . Besides, this kind of interaction will be weakened over time to place more emphasis on current searching states in our proposed algorithm. Based on the definition above, we use the following formula to measure the efficiency of a valid solution:
Definition 6 (Chromosome Loss): For an undirected graph G and the current chromosome S, the cost of S can be identified as follows:
where U is the set of all uncovered edges. The value of loss(S) reflects the remaining efforts to be made to approximate the optimum. Thus, a lower value of loss(S) means a better result in our algorithm. At the local search step, the vertex choosing rule for the candidate solution should be guided by the score property of genes. Due to the interaction of genes, each gene's score is calculated as follows.
Definition 7 (Gene Score): For an undirected graph G and the current chromosome S, the score of gene v can be formulated as:
We can conclude from above formulas that score(v) ≤ 0 if v belongs to S whereas score(v) > 0 otherwise.
As we can see, the score value of each vertex reflects the number of edges to be changed if we add or remove it from current candidate solution. However, with the increasing value of pi[< v i , v j >], relevant score values will be accumulatively larger and larger, causing a severe bias on those uncovered edges. In this way, the searching direction will be misled. Thus, we weaken the interaction between genes when it occurs too much times, i.e., pi[< v i , v j >] > n t , to help select suitable candidate vertices. When the average value of total path interactions exceed a threshold of 100 × |V |, each path interaction between genes is updated as pi [< v 
It should be noted that the renewal of each gene's score is a time-consuming process, which will be activated once the chromosome is changed. Thus, a dynamic updating mechanism is applied in order to accelerate this updated process. The rationale behinds this mechanism is that each gene's score can be calculated by its current value and the moving genes incrementally. Following is the updating formula:
Each score of gene v is initialized as its degree in the graph, and updated according to formula (9), (10 There exists one circumstance that more than one genes are to be selected as the promising movement. To solve this challenge, the definition of gene age is introduced below. Elder gene gains more chance to survive in the next iteration than those younger genes with the same score value. The reason is that elder genes are less visited, and choosing them will bring more diversified solutions. If two or more genes are with the same age once again, break ties randomly.
Definition 8 (Gene Age): Each gene has its own age age [v i ], defined as the total number of iterations since its last counterturn. After each step, age [v i ] is increased by 1 if it is untouched, and set back to 0 otherwise.
3) PROMOTIVE AND INHIBITORY FACTOR INTERACTION
We introduce the concept of promotive factor and inhibitory factor into the MAs, which derives from biology. The promotive factor (pf ) helps promote growth of cells or genes, while the inhibitory factor (if ) is able to cause the inhibitory of enzymes activity. In our design, these two factors are redefined to solve the cycling problems that are vital in local search. The interaction of pf and if is realized through the second attribute of interaction, denoted as pi In this way, the newly removed gene is prohibited to be moved back to the chromosome again, unless its interacted genes arouse it. This can also be recognized as a kind of tabu search that deals with cycling problems well.
4) FRAMEWORK OF IMPROVED LOCAL SEARCH
The neighborhood structure is an essential component of local search, which decides the next search position. A welldesigned neighborhood can lead the searching direction to the optimal regions step by step, thus improving the convergence speed of the algorithm. We adopt two effective operators, called Add(S) and Remove(S), to define the neighborhood structure. These two operators are commonly used in combinatorial optimization problems [12] .
1) Add(S):
For an uncovered edge e, insert one of its endpoint (gene) v with the largest score into the solution S (chromosome). Select the elder one if the scores are identical.
2) Remove(S):
Delete the vertex v with the greatest score from the solution S. This idea aims to shift in the vertices that can cover more edges, meanwhile shift out the vertices that cover less edges. Based on these two operators, the neighborhood of one solution S is represented as:
where mv is the number of Add moves to make S feasible. At first, Remove(S) is applied twice on the current solution to change the state of S. Then Add(S) is implemented to repair the infeasible solution with various of possibilities. This structure is capable of conducting local search on infeasible solutions, which is just suitable for the powerful backbone crossover and the adaptive mutation. if avg(pi) > 100 × |V | then 15: pi
end if 17: end for 18: return CS * ; Specifically, the framework of the improved local search is described in Algorithm 4. At each step of this local search procedure, the best move (i.e., more covered edges) will be chosen to update CS until the stop criterion is satisfied. Firstly, the initialization process is performed: if child * has not been improved for n s generations then 9: Mutation(P, Indexof (child * ), µ);
10:
ImprovedLocalSearch(P i , t max ); 11: cnt = cnt + 1; µ = µ + |CS * |/100;
12:
end if 13 :
if f (CS * ) > f (CS) then 15: CS * = CS 16: end if 17: if cnt > τ then 18: cnt = 1; µ = cnt × |CS * |/100 + 2;
19:
end if 20: end while 21: return CS * ;
= 0, and score(v) = deg(v) (line 1). In the updating process, CS * is set to |V |, the upper bound of this problem for convenience's sake (line 2). From line 3 to line 17, the improved local search will seek for a better solution CS before the generation limit t max is reached. In this paper, the value of t max is set to 1000. At last, the best found solution CS * is returned for evolution (line 18). During the loop, if a better feasible solution is found, CS * is updated by CS and the algorithm will jump into to the next step (lines 4 -8) . At each step, the algorithm tries to search for a worthy neighborhood to move towards. In details, it firstly tries to remove two vertices with the largest score value, and then repair it through continually inserting several activated vertices with the greatest score value (line 9). Afterwards, four updating process should be completed incrementally as a result of the change in current candidate solution. To start with, the promotive and inhibitory factor information is updated to avoid cyclic searching (line 10). Then, the scores of those vertices that have an interaction with the moved vertex are also updated (line 11). After that, the age of each gene is also increased or reset depending on the state (line 12). Finally, each uncovered path interaction is enhanced slightly by 1 for a diversity benefit (line 13). At the end of each step, the average path interaction value is compared with the threshold 100 × |V | (line 14). If it is less than the threshold, weaken the interaction as pi [< v 
D. APPLYING MAPVC FOR MPVCP
In order to help duplicate the experiments of the MAPVC, the pseudocode of this framework is described below, together with some explanations.
At the beginning, MAPVC initializes the population by a greedy and random construction method (line 1). That is, half of the population are initialized by greedily select one endpoint of the uncovered edge, while other individuals are randomly initialized to keep diverse genes. Then, it improves the quality of each individual by the proposed local search (line 2). The best solution from the current population is recorded in CS * (line 3). In line 4, the counter cnt is initialized as 1 and the perturbation level µ is set to cnt * |CS * |/100 + 2 that will be altered adaptively. The whole loop begins from line 5 to line 20 to search for a better solution CS * . At each generation, a set of parents are selected for the powerful backbone crossover (line 6). After the crossover operator, the child may be infeasible. Therefore, an improved local search is applied to repair and further exploit the solution (line 7). If the child has not been improved for n s generations, the adaptive mutation should be performed to jump out of the local optimum (lines [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . When the mutation is performed, all the individuals except the best one is perturbed and then improved by local search (lines 9-10). Followed is the update of µ to enhance the perturbation strength. Next, the best solution CS * should be updated if there exists a better solution (lines 13-16). What's more, µ will be reset to cnt * |CS * |/100 + 2 if cnt is larger than the threshold τ (lines [17] [18] [19] . Finally, CS * is the optimum solution that MAPVC has found.
IV. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
In this chapter, we conduct experiments on two classical benchmarks, called DIMACS and BHOSLIB, to confirm the performance of the proposed MAPVC algorithm. Also, the parameter setting and verification of the improved local search as well as the evolutionary process are analysed.
For all the algorithms, they are coded in C++ and compiled by g++ with the '−O3' option. All experiments are conducted on Ubuntu with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E7-4830, 2.13GHz and 4GB memory. We have altered the setting of experiments conducted in [6] to make it more reasonable. The biggest change is that a state-of-the-art mathematical programming solver Gurobi 1 is applied to provide more accurate reference solutions than CPLEX does. 2 Meanwhile, the time limit for heuristic methods is set to 2000 seconds, while for Gurobi and CPLEX, it is 7200 seconds for fully optimization. For each instance and parameter with a specific value, MAPVC, GRASP-PVC, and Improved-LS perform 20 independent runs under different seeds, which is more scientific than only 5 runs as [6] does. In addition, approximation algorithms are not considered here, because they perform worse than GRASP-PVC as shown in [6] . 1 http://www.gurobi.com/ 2 https://www.ibm.com/analytics/cplex-optimizer
A. BENCHMARK INSTANCES
The benchmarks used in the experiments are the same as [6] for a fair comparison. These 96 instances are collected from DIMACS [13] and BHOSLIB [14] with three different covering rates. DIMACS instances contain some structured graphs as well as random graphs, which have already been used in the maximum weight clique problem [15] , the minimum vertex cover problem [12] , and the minimum dominating set problem [16] . BHOSLIB is a benchmark suit with the hidden optimum solution for some graph problems, which are recognized as hard instances.
For each instance, the covering rate k = r × |E| where parameter r is set to 10% (rough scale), 50% (moderate scale) and 90% (fine scale) respectively to greatly test the performance of the MAPVC algorithm.
B. PARAMETER SETTING
There are several parameters to be adjusted for the MAPVC algorithm. We firstly give the setting of each parameter and then conduct a few tuning experiments on primary parameters.
• The parameter that controls the mutation strength, τ = 8.
• The population size pop = 20.
• The number of iterations n s = pop that the best solution has not been improved for.
• The total generations of improved local search t max = 1000.
In order to avoid the overfitting of parameters, not all instances are tested. Also, we only give the results of pop and τ , as n s is the same as pop and t max can be empirically set to the value of 1000 that can guarantee the convergence of the improved local search. Table 1 To be specific, the left part of table 1 reveals that pop = 20 is the best value of the population size. It gets better results on 39 out of 48 instances when considering either effectiveness or efficiency. One possible explanation is that a large population will lead to an increased computational complexity, which reduces the number of iterations for each individual.
The right part of table 1 suggests that τ = 8 is the best choice among these three values as it achieves the best performance for 35 times out of 48. The aim of τ is to adjust the peak value of µ, which controls the perturbation level on mutation. If τ is too large, the quality of solutions will deteriorate, while too small value will lead to a lack of diversity. Therefore, the value of τ should not be too large or too small, as the experimental results have proved. 
C. COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART ALGORITHMS
This section is dedicated to an experimental assessment of the proposed MAPVC algorithm to see its performance. For this purpose, we display computational results on a set of 96 benchmark instances which are commonly used in the literature, and make comparisons with the state-of-theart methods. In table 4,5,6, column ''Instance'' represents the name of the graphs. Column ''LB'', ''UB'', and ''GAP'' give the lower bound, upper bound, and the gap between them. Columns 3-5 and 6-8 present detailed experimental results of GRASP-PVC and MAPVC, including the minimum value (MIN), the average value (AVG) and the standard deviation (SD) over 20 independent runs. ''N/A'' denotes this algorithm cannot find any solution under the given time limit. Table 2 summarizes the experimental results of the MAPVC algorithm and three competitors with r = 10% on 32 instances. We can observe that the results found by the MAPVC algorithm are competitive compared to other competitors. GRASP-PVC fails to obtain 4 best-known results, while both CPLEX and Gurobi fail to find the same results as MAPVC for 5 instances. The MAPVC algorithm always finds no worse solutions for all 32 instances than CPLEX, Gurobi and GRASP-PVC. Among the results, Gurobi shows obvious superiority over CPLEX on four instances (p-hat1500,C2000.9,C2000.5,DSJC100.5). Table 3 shows the experimental results on the selected benchmarks with r = 50%. We can conclude that for the DIMACS and BHOSLIB instances, the MAPVC algorithm also holds the trumps. Specifically, MAPVC obtains better solutions than GRASP-PVC, Gurobi and CPLEX for 4, 18, and 24 instances respectively. What's more, there is a larger gap between Gurobi and CPLEX as the problem gets harder.
For the instances when r = 90%, table 4 demonstrates that MAPVC still dominates other methods. That is, MAPVC can generate 8 new upper bounds, which have never been achieved by existing methods. Although MANN_a45 and MANN_a81 are still unsolved by MAPVC and GRASP-PVC, the former has made a progress on improving the solutions.
From the above, MAPVC performs better than any other state-of-the-art methods on almost all 96 instances for MPVCP, except the instances MANN_a45 and MANN_a81 when r = 90%. However, as for heuristic methods, MAPVC has an advantage over GRASP-PVC for all the instances. Due to the deteriorative performance of exact methods, MAPVC is considered to be the most appropriate way to solve this problem.
D. BENEFIT OF THE IMPROVED LOCAL SEARCH
To further investigate the influence of the improved local search and evolutionary process, we take some experiments on the comparison among GRASP-PVC, Improved-LS and MAPVC. Improved-LS stands for the algorithm that only adopts the proposed improved local search process. MAPVC can be viewed as the algorithm combining the improved local search and evolutionary process. Thus, the comparison results can state whether our strategies are effective or not.
For the sake of space saving, we analyse the results of table 5,6,7 together. As easy to be seen, there are tiny differences among these algorithms on rough scale instances, mainly for the tractable characteristic of problems. Only GRASP-PVC obtains 4 worse solutions than Improved-LS and MAPVC. But for moderate scale instances, Improved-LS is superior to GRASP-PVC on 4 instances and inferior to MAPVC on 1 instance. At last, for the fine scale instances that are intractable, the gap is widening. 6 results of Improved-LS are better than GRASP-PVC while 10 instances are worse than MAPVC. Specifically, GRASP-PVC gets a value of 1530 for MANN_a81, while Improved-LS reaches 1529 and MAPVC can find the solution 1522. Note that the same situation occurs to MANN_a45 either. The reason behind this condition is that the global search ability of the evolutionary process helps explore the searching space well and skip the local optimum. At a holistic level, the first two local search based algorithms are not robust as some of their ''SD''s are not zero. Also, BHOSLIB instances with r = 90% are verified to be difficult for local search methods, as can be seen in table 7 . Recall that MAPVC can be viewed as an algorithm combining Improved-LS and evolutionary process. Also, MAPVC outperforms Improved-LS, while Improved-LS is superior to GRASP-PVC. Therefore, all these consequences verify the effectiveness of the improved local search as well as the evolutionary process.
V. RELATED WORK
As we know, the minimum vertex cover problem is well studied in last decade. Two categories of methods, called exact algorithms and heuristic algorithms, are studied to deal with MVCP. As for exact methods, branch-and-bound strategies are usually adopted to give an upper bound of MVCP [17] , [18] . For heuristics, researchers seek local search methods [12] , [19] - [22] , and swarm intelligence [23] , [24] for an efficient solution. When referring to MPVCP, only a few literatures can be found, which mainly focus on approximation algorithms in the area of theoretical computer science.
MPVCP is firstly studied in 1998 [25] , and then proved to be NP-hard in terms of computational complexity in 2004 [26] . Over the past decades, various of researches have been investigated in the area of theoretical computer science. To be specific, in [25] , Bshouty firstly proposes a 2-approximation algorithm with a linear programming rounding method for the partial vertex cover problem. The same year, another O(|V ||E| log |V | 2 |E| log |V |)-time algorithm that relies on properties of the parametric piecewise linear function is proposed [27] . After that, Bar-Yehuda [28] uses a local-ratio technique to improve the MPVCP with the time complexity of O(|V | 2 ). By using semidefinite programming, a (2 − ( ln ln d ln d ))-approximation algorithm is presented [29] , where d represents the maximum degree of vertices. A 2-approximation primal-dual algorithm which runs in O(|V |(|V | log |V | + |E|)) is then followed [26] . Based on Gandhi's work, Mestre [30] further develops a O(|V | log |V | + |E|)-time algorithm for this problem. Soon afterwards, some variants of MPVCP arise as a result of emerging applications. In [31] , a MPVCP in bipartite Graphs is studied and an 9 8 -approximation algorithm is performed accordingly. El Ouali et al. [32] solves MPVCP in hypergraphs with a randomized polynomial-time approximation algorithm.
Unlike the prosperity and development of approximate algorithms on MPVCP, the only research that applies heuristics for near-optimal solutions is the GRASP-PVC, which is proposed by Zhou et al. [6] . In their work, a greedy randomized adaptive search procedure with the least-cost strategy is introduced. Experiments reveal that GRASP-PVC outperforms CPLEX and a 2-approximation algorithm in most instances. This consequence makes it possible to solve MPVCP in a reasonable time. Thus, we would like to further improve the quality of solutions by evolutionary algorithms, so that the method can fit the real-world scenario better.
The memetic algorithm framework (MA) is a populationbased metaheuristic composed of an evolutionary framework and a set of local search algorithms [33] . It has acquired great interest in scientific research for the proved success in solving different kinds of optimization problems [8] , e.g., engineering and design problems, bioinformatics, etc. It is worth mentioning that MA has made progress in combinational optimization problems, such as the maximum diversity problem [34] , the generalized quadratic multiple knapsack problem [35] , the max-mean dispersion problem [36] , the quadratic assignment problem [37] . Under this situation, we believe that MA will be a suitable framework to solve MPVCP if we carefully design the evolutionary process and local search accordingly. As we know, we are the first to contribute to solve MPVCP by a modified memetic algorithm, together with some knowledge-based strategies to gain a performance improvement. Experiments have shown the promotion of the proposed MAPVC algorithm.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have proposed an efficient memetic algorithm (MAPVC) for solving the minimum partial vertex cover problem (MPVCP). After having considered the characteristics of the problem adequately, two customized improvements are introduced on both evolutionary and local search process for the performance and robustness requirement. Specifically, a powerful backbone crossover and an adaptive mutation are adopted in the evolutionary process. It brings two main advantages by doing so, i.e., passing on a few vital genes to the children for further exploration, and changing directions when the local trap occurs. Furthermore, we re-design the local search method from a microbiology perspective. Most problems can be mapped onto our proposed three-layer encoding paradigm: chromosome layer, DNA layer, and gene layer. Based on it, the definition of promotive and inhibitory factor interaction between genes is presented to deal with the cycling problem.
Extensive experiments on 96 benchmark instances reveal that MAPVC outperforms state-of-the-art algorithms, i.e., GRASP-PVC and Gurobi, on most instances (except MANN_a45 and MANN_a81 with r = 90%). It even seeks out 7 new upper bounds within the limited time. Besides, a list of appropriate parameters are recommended for MAPVC on this problem. At last, we make a comparison among MAPVC, IMLS, and GRASP-PVC to validate the effectiveness of the local search process and evolutionary stage.
As for future work, one concern is to solve large-scale partial vertex cover problems, where more efficient methods should be applied. For example, reduction rules, sampling techniques, or divide and conquer ideas. Another interesting topic may be the extension of MAPVC to other combinatorial optimization problems, such as the partition vertex cover problem [38] , the set k-covering problem [39] , etc.
